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• What is your history?
• Let’s compress the 4.5 billion year history of life on 

earth into 60 minutes.

• Thank you Chris Reinhard, 
GA TECH EAS

Chris prepared this series.



60  m inu tes  ago

Formation of the Earth (4.5 BYA)



51  m inu tes

Earliest evidence for life (3.8 BYA)



45  m inu tes  ago

Photosynthesizing cyanobacteria (3.4 BYA)



30  m inu tes  ago

Oxygenation of the earth (2.2 BYA)



20  m inu tes  ago

Origin of eukaryotes (2.1 BYA)



10  m inu tes  ago

Mulitcellularity (2.2 BYA)



7  m inu tes  ago

Diversification of animals (0.54 BYA)



6  m inu tes  ago

Land plants (0.45 BYA)



5  m inu tes  ago

Land vertebrae (0.40 BYA)



3  m inu tes  ago

Rise of dinosaurs (0.24 BYA)



50  seconds  ago

K-Pg extinction (66 million years ago)



44  seconds  ago

Rise of primates (66 million years ago)



2  m i l l i seconds  ago

Egyptian civilization (5000 years ago)



40  m ic roseconds

NASA Apollo Mission (50 years ago)



800  nanoseconds  ago

Civilization Ends (1 year ago)
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The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology



https://jessalevels.blogspot.com/2016/01/biology-chapter-6-nucleic-acids-and_20.html

Twenty aminoacyl tRNA 
synthetasas -

charge 20 tRNAs & 
establish the genetic

code.
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Where, in the universe, is life?

How do we find life?

What is life?
You know life when you see it, but you can’t define it.
(definition of pornography by Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart in 1964)

Ga Tech Philosophy (Williams, Hud, Fox, etc.): 
Simple and linear (exclude hand offs and phase changes)
Banal (planet-wide, near equilibrium)
Model Independent (RNA world, clay world, vent world, etc.)
Experimentally test/falsify
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In the beach niche, sand is the winner. 
The population/mass/etc of sand far exceeds that of other entities.
Sand has outcompeted other entities that differ in size and chemical 
composition.

Sand harvests energy from the environment. 
Sand drives out other entities using environmental energy and 
fluctuations/cycles in energy (waves, wind, day/night, seasons, 
tectonics, etc).

Sand evolves.
Sand changes over time, in response to geological processes, 
climate, etc...

Sand is emergent.
One cannot predict a beach from the properties of one grain of sand.

Sand is persistant.
The mechanism by which sand wins is persistence. It degrades or is 
displaced more slowly than its competitors.
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In the this niche, Pando is the winner. 
The population/mass/etc of Pando far exceeds that of other entities.

Pando harvests energy from the environment. 
Pando drives out other entities using environmental energy.

Pando evolves.
Sand changes over time, in response to climate, fire, etc

Pando is emergent
One cannot predict a forest from the properties of one tree.

Pando persists
The mechanism by which Pando wins is persistence. It regeneraltes more quickly than its competitors.
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2. Conservation

How common (conserved) is the common core?

E. coli (bacteria)



2. ConservationE. coli (bacteria)
H. marismortiu (archaea)



2. ConservationE. coli (bacteria)
H. marismortiu (archaea)

S. cerevisiae (eukarya)



E. coli (bacteria)
H. marismortiu (archaea)

S. cerevisiae (eukarya)
mitochondrial H. sapiens (organelle)

2. Conservation

3.8 billion years of evolution – wasted.







Ancient molecules are literally raining down on our 
heads

The Murchison Meteorite Fell on September 28, 1969 over Murchison, 
Australia. Over 100 fragments of Murchison (>1 kg) were collected shortly 
after it fell. Murchison is one of the least-altered, most pristine chondrite 

meteorites.
. 
It contains over 100 amino acids (inc
glycine, alanine, glutamic acid, 
isovaline, pseudoleucine), purines 
and pyrimidines. 

Abiotic molecules were snapped up 
during the origin of life have been 
faithfully replicated for ~3.8 billion 
years. 

NASA



time





The history of biology is stamped 
into every molecule, sequence, cell 
and organ in your body.



time







The chemical space of biology is far smaller 
than  the chemical space of abiotic 

systems.

~100 amino acids known so far in the 
Murchison Meteorite
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RC

mature domain

b-hairpin

primitive b-domain



• When, where and how did life originate?



The origin of life is the origin of biochemistry. 
(biochemists have not carried their weight).

Biochemistry is understood in the context of molecules –
their shapes, reactivities and interactions.

The number of molecules of life is small.

There are three types of universal biopolymers
polynucleotide (RNA & DNA)
polypeptide (protein)
polysaccharide (cellulose, chitin, starch)

Biopolymers are winners of a chemical evolutionary 
process (pre-biology).



Short primer on molecular 
Interactions: 

Water forms hydrogen bonds 
(strong, directional, tunable).



Molecular Interactions: 

Water forms hydrogen bonds 
(strong, directional, tunable).

Water is self-complementary





Hydrogen bonds are used by nucleic acids to self-assemble.



Hydrogen bonds 
are used by 
proteins to self-
assemble.



Hydrogen bonds are used by polysaccharides to self-assemble



The universal biopolymers of life
nucleic acid (RNA/DNA), 
polypeptide (protein), 
polysaccharide 

Are masters of self-assembly.
Are self-complementary.





The universal biopolymers of life
nucleic acid (RNA/DNA), 
polypeptide (protein), 
polysaccharide 

Are masters of self-assembly,
Are self-complementary,
Are synthesized via dehydration.

Are protected from hydrolysis in the assembled 
state.



Because the earth is not tidally locked
the surface cycles, 
is never in equilibrium,

cycling hydration
cycling temperature

Forsythe JG, Yu SS, Mamajanov I, Grover MA, 
Krishnamurthy R, Fernandez FM, & Hud NV (2015) 
Ester-Mediated Amide Bond Formation Driven by Wet-
Dry Cycles: A Possible Path to Polypeptides on the 
Prebiotic Earth. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 54(34):9871-
9875.





Life and Mutualism

reciprocal exchange; 

a species proficient in 
acquiring some benefit 
confers that benefit on 
a partner species in 
exchange for other 
benefits from the 
partner, which has 
different proficiencies. 



What is life?

Life is Molecules in Mutualism
A molecule proficient in acquiring some benefit confers that benefit on 

a partner molecule in exchange for other benefits from the partner, which has 
different proficiencies. 
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Pre LUCA evolution




